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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

This study was undertaken to accomplish the following: 

1. To begin to define interaction patterns of 

delinquent youth and their counselors in the 

rehabilitative camp environment . 

2. To discover if interaction patterns in the camp 

environment differ from patterns of interaction 

in larger institutions. 

3. To investigate the assumption that these 

interaction patterns are associated wi~h reci

divism rates of youths paroled from Colorado's 

two youth camps. 

Importance of the Study 

Some important reasons for investigating these 

interactiQn patterns were as follows: 

.1. Knowledge of the interaction patterns between 

counselor and delinquent youth may allOiv more 

effective treatment programs. 

2. The counselor's knowledge of these interaction 

patterns may assist him in his development of 

meaningful relationships with the delinquent 

youth. 
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3. Knowledge of these interaction pattl~rns mny he (if 

,an assistance in tra:ining coullselors In COl'-

rectional institutions. 

4. Knowledge of these interaction pattel'ns lIlay also 

assist in discovering the differences between 

the total correctional environment of t.he camp 

compared with larger institutions. 

Definitions Used in the ~tudy 

2 

The terms included here were considered important in 

the study and arc defined in the following paragraphs. These 

terms are: Interaction, Adjudicated delinquent youth, 

Recidivist, and Factor. 

Interaction. Interaction has been defined in several 

ways by different authors. Berlo (1965) suggested that the 

term "interaction" names the process of reciprocal ro]e-

taking. 

Goffman (1961) defined interaction, in part, into two 

separate segments, focused and unfocused interaction: 

... Unfocused interaction consists of those 
interpersonal communications that result solely by 
virtue of persons being in one another's presence, as 
when two strangers across the room from each other, 
check up on each other's clothing, posture, and 
general manner, while each modifies his own demeanor 
because he himself is under observation. 

Focused interaction occurs when people effectively 
agree to sustain for a time a single focus of cog
nitive and visual attention, as in a conversation, a 
board-game, or a joint task sustained by a close 
face - to - face circle of contributors. (p. 8 ) 

__________________________ ---11--
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Newcomb (1953) suggested that the phenomena of 

interaction should be viewed as events within communication 

systems. Interaction~ like other human behavioTs, may be 

vievved as a result of a person I s actual or anticipated 

relationships with other human beings in a particular 

environment. The knowledge of the dynamics of such a com

munication system allows prediction of both the likelihood 

3 

of concurrence of a given act of communication and the nature 

of changes in those events which will result from the com-

mun;cation act. 

Interaction, according to Horace B. and Ava C. English 

(1958): "was defined as "mutvol or reciprocal influence 

between two or more [human] systems" (p. 7) indicating that 

"each member is" influencing other members and) in turn, is 

being influenced by each member. The members involved in 

interaction are constantly reacting, adapting, and modifying 

their behavior in response to each other. 

Interaction has also been defined with respect to the 

essential elements necessary for interaction to take place. 

Among these are the involvement of a sender and a receiver, 

the signs the sender uses (usually transmitted aurally or 

visually)~ the purpose of the message, and how the receiver 

perceives the message and responds to it (Larson, 1965). 

For the purposes of this study~ the terin interaction 

pattern was used to define that pattern of communication 
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which takes place bet,\'cen cOllnselors and delinquent youths 

in delinquent youth rehabilitation jnstitutions in Colorado. 

The interaction patterns reported in the study were descrihod 

by the youths in terms of their perceptions about their 

relationships ,d th counselors wi thin the correctional 

environment . 

Adjudicated delinquent youth. The study used the term 

adjudicated delinquent youth to mean a youth, usually ranging 

in age from fifteen and one-half to eighteen, who liad been 

judged in difference with current lav/s. This youth was 

therefore subjected to some correctional force considered 

helpful in terms of treatment or rehabilitation by tho admin-

istration of the institutionalized system. 

Recidivist. For this study, the term recidivist was 

any youth who, after being paroled from either Lathrop Park 

Youth Camp or Golden Gate Youth Camp in Colorado, committed 

an illegal act and \\1'hose parole i\1'~S revoked or, if already 

released from parole, was readjudicated a delinquent. In 

either case, the youth was returned to the Colorado 

Department of Institutions within a twelve month period 

after his original release or parole. 

Factor. The term factor was used in the study to mean 

the mathematical definition resulting from the process of 

factor analysis. The factor was conceptually interpreted by 

examining those several items of a fifty-item test which were 

closely related to the factor. 

-------------- -

1 
.' .j 
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The Organization of the Study 
_~ __ o_..,._" ........... __ ~,_,~"'·""" .. _,,_ -~ 

The study consisted of a pilot and a final 

investigation. Tho pilot study "vas concluded in December, 

1969; and the final study was concluded in July, 1970. 

The following chapter describes the methods developed 

and used in the study. The third chapter presents the data 

collected and interprets the findings. The final chapter 

summarizes the preceding material and discusses some impli

cations of the study. Supportive tables, a review of the 

literature concorning related research, a bibliography, 

samples of tests used, and other data mal:e up the balance of 

the TE:1?ort. 

5 
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CHAPTER II 

This chapter outlines the proccc.:nro '''hich wag utili ::ull 

to assess the interaction between delinquent youtll in 

Colorado with their counselors. l\. doscription of the popu

lation from which the sample was selected is discussed. The' 

instrument and its scaling techniques used in this study nrc 

described. A discussion of the study is followed by a dis

cussion of factor analysis, the method used to analyze the 

data. 

Population Sampled 

Five popu1at~pns were sampled for the study. The 
'!;. 

first population sampled '"as adjudicated delinquent youths 

incarcerated at Golden Gate Youth Camp near Blackhawk, 

Colorado. The second population was incarcerated youths at 

Lathrop Park Youth Camp located near Walserlberg, Colorado . 

The third population sampled was youths incarcerated at 

Lookout Mountain School for Boys, Golden, Colorado, with the 

exception of those youths paroled from the camps but now 

incarcerated at the Golden-located institute. The fourth 

population was youths paroled from the two camps but returned 

to Lookout Mountain School for Boys by some court action such 

as parole revocation. Ages of the youths in these four 

groups ranged from fifteen and one-half to eighteen. The 
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fifth pop~lation sampled was youths who had been paroled from 

either camp whose last knO\vn address Ivas in the Denver metro

poli tan area and whose parole had not been revoked nor, by 

some other court action, had these youths been returned to 

Colorado's Department of 111S ti tutions . An addi tional 

criteria for including this population in the study was th~t 

these youths must have maintained this IIfree" status for a 

period of one year. The ages of this non-recidivist popula

tion ranged from seventeen to twenty-three . 

Each of the youth camps had beds for a population of 

forty-eight youths. The Lookout Mountain School for Boys had 

beds for a capacity of three hundred fifty youths. Staffs at 

each youth camp consisted of tiventy- one employees which 

included nine employees at each camp who were classified as 

counselors. The staff at Lookout Mountain School for Boys 

averaged one hundred seventy-two. Of this number of staff 

members, thirty are classified as Res ident Supervisors, Ivhich 

is a civil service title for what is known in corrections as 

a ~ottage counselor. The ratio of youths to counselors at 

the ti~e of the stud,y was eight youths to one counselor at 

the camps and fifteen youths to each cottage counselor at 

Lookout Mountain School for Boys. 

This study attempted to obtain a maximum of the 

population. Personal visits to the institutions were used to 

collect data from all of the populations sampled except the 
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non-recidivist. Non-recidivists data was collected by 

inviting (through the mails) non-recidivists to meet at a 

central office in Denver on several different dates. Com-

plete coverage of the populations was not obtained. The per 

cent of each population sampled is given in Table I. 

The Instrument Selected for Measuring Interaction 

FOT purposes of this study, the term inteTaction was 

8 

used to describe the perceptions repoTted by the youths about 

their relationships with counselors within the correctional 

environment. Specifically, the study dealt with committed, 

adjudicated delinquent youths and their counselors in the 

ColoTado COTrectional Institutions. 

The selected instrument used in this study \'las a 

revision of a test developed by Reusch, Block, and Bennet 

(1953) for the assessment of interaction; used subsequently 

by Block (1952); Block and Bennet (1955); Kalis and Bennet 

(1957); and, in its revised form,'by Larson (1965). As 

originally developed, the test consisted of one hundred items 

designed for Q-sorting by subjects into an enforced normal 

distribution. The revised form used by Larson (1965) (see 

Appendix A) had as its title, "Interaction Test (He-Me 

Version) ,n and consisted of fifty statements, each of \'lhich 

described some dimension of interaction, and a seven-part, 

modified Likert-type response scale applied to each state

ment. An example of this scale and its spatial proximity to 

one of the statements is shown in Figure 1. 

--- - ---- - ~--
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TABLE I 

SIZE OF POPULATION AND SAMPLES OBTAINED 

Population Sample Per Cent of 
Group Size Size Population Sampled 

Golden Gate 
Youth Camp 44 40 91 

La throp P ar1<: 
Youth Camp 42 42 100 

Recidiyists* 36 36 100 

Non-recidivists** 89 40 44 

Lookout Mountain 
School for Boys 280 11'9 

*The term recidivist refers to any youth who was paroled 
from either camp but was judged, in violation of parole 
(parole revocation) within one year of his parole date 
and, consequently, was returned to the Department of 
Institutions for incarceration at the Lookout Mountain 
School for Boys. 

**The term non-recidivist refers to any youth who was 
paroled from either youth camp and was not judged in 
violation of parole for a period of twelve months or 
more following the date of parole. 

9 
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22. He is careful not to upset me. 

Never: Almost Never: Only Occasionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Almost Always: Always 

FIGURE 1 
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The subjectts response to each statement was made by 

circ1ing the appropriate part of the seven-part scale for 

each of the fifty statements. The subjectts fifty scores on 

this He-Me Interaction Test formed the basis for analysis. 

Estimates of reliability, which were based upon 

repeated Q-sorts of one hundred similar statements and sorted 

into nine piles along a tlcharacteristicl! continuum, were 

reported by Block (1952) to be about .82. 

Language Revision in the Instrument 

A reading specialist for the Colorado Division of 

Youth Services examined the Interaction Test (He-Me Version) 

and determined that certain words would have to be replaced 

so that meanings could be more easily understood by the 

subjects. Most of the subjects were one, two, or more 

reading levels behind their counterparts outside of the 

institutions; and all the subjects had less than three years 

of high school (Riggs) 1969). 

To adapt the language of the test to the population 

examined, a study was made of one hundred twenty subjects in 

the correctional environment previously described. Words 

from statements in the He-Me Interaction Test were defined 

by subjects in the youth institutions. From definitions 

given by those tested, a second test was developed to define 

synonyms which could be substituted in the Interaction He-Me 

Test. Samples of the youth populations were selected and 
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tested on these synonyms. The samples included ninety-nine 

per cent of the populations of the two youth camps and 

twenty-five per cent of the population of Lookout Mountain 

School for Boys aged fifteen and one-half to seventeen and 

one-half. Sample copies of these two tests are shown in 

Appendix C. 

Revision of the Interacti6n Test (He-Me Version) was 

then made for better understanding (see Appendix B). 

Additional Materials Included with the Instrument 

In order to present instructions for marking the 

Revised Interaction Test (He-Me Version), an instruction 

sheet was developed which asked the subject to think of one 

12 

employee at the camp which the sub j ect attended If. • • whom 

you liked and interacted with~ that is, he talked with you 

and. you talked with him often. II The subject was then 

directed to turn the page and read additional directions 

concerning how to mark each statement scale. 

These instructions were followed by the fifty 

statement test and a personal information sheet which the 

subject was informed could be completed on an optional basis. 

Samples of these instructions and the personal information 

sheet are contained in Appendix D. 

Data Collection and Processing 

The Interaction Test was administered to groups 

composed of fifteen to twenty members each who were in the 
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institutions. 1~c tests werc administered to groups of five 

to ten paroled non-recidivists in an office in downtown 

Denver. Upon completion, the tests were coded, information 

from the tests was keypunched on data processing cards, and 

analysis was made with the assistance of computers from 

Auto-Tronix Universal Corporation, Denver, and the University 

of Denver. 

Treatment of Data 
,"",-..---' 

For each subject tested, there were fifty measures as 

indices of interaction. To exploro the relationships among 

the several indices, factor analytic procedures were 

selected. The treatment of the data by means of factor 

analysis is discussed below. 

Factor analysis ~ an analytical methodology. Factor 

analysis is a mathematical method to answer the following 

question, "Given a relatively large number of variables (as 

in our case, fifty), do their measurement intercorrelations 

indicate that there may be fewer, more basic factors under

lying this large number of variables?" Factor analysis takes 

the variance, which can be defined through measuring inter

correlations among sets of measures, and attempts to allocate 

this variance in terms of fewer underlying hypothetical 

values. These hypothetical values are called factors. 
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Factor o.1Htl),sj:;, ael~()rding to Frnchter (1954) ~ 

... starts \Vi th i.l f'iet of oh~l'rvat ion:-; obta iUl'd 
[l'orn a givel?- samph' by m<.:ans of !:u(':h ~~".P]J.t~YX, nWil" 
sur c S , I t 1 sallie t 11 0 dol an a 1 y Z 1. n g tIll :; :j e t () r 
observations from theil' jnterGol'l'olnti()n~ to 
determine whetlwl' the vn riatJoIls l'eprl'B<':lltlHl Gnll bl' 
accounted for adequately by n Ilunilior of bugie cato
go1'ios smaller than that ",11 ich. tIlt) inv~'st i gatioll 
started \'lith. Thus, data obtailH'd with n. large nUIll~ 
ber. of E:. priori, measur(\s may be exploinod In tC'rms 
of a smaller numbt~r of roference vari(lblo~;. (r. 1) 

14 

Rationale for uSlll[ r.£,~t.2L ~l!:~]ly.£.ll!.' Mcn~;l1ring antI 

categorizing human traits has beon one: of the mnj or <Ii lommns 

of scientists £01' a long period. Allport and Odbor1:, for 

example, searched the dictionary and found over :~, 000 

trait words for describing personality. 

CateJ.l and Scheier (1967) researched over four 

hundred papers on the subject of anxiety and found a wid~ 

range of "shades of anxiety" and "ways of measuring .it," 

Catell (1967) suggested that factor analysis could 

greatly simplify the focus of research. According to 

CatelJ. (1967), 

. . . Factor analysis is based on the belief that 
there are natural, unitary structures in personality 
and that it is these traits, rather than endless 
labels in the dictionary, on which we could concen
trate. (p .. 84) 

Like the examples in the field of psychology, there 

have been numerous tests for interaction generating many 

definitions of variables. Examples of different interaction 

tests originally considered for this study illustrate this 
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point; these tests were the Griffin-White Trust Differential 

(Griffin and White, 1967); Griffin-Vance Summated Hating 

Scales of Interpersonal Trust (Griffin and Vance, 1967); 

Hemphill Group Dimensions Description Questionnaire 

(Hemphill, 1956); Moment-Zaleznik Post-Meeting Reactions 

Questionnaire (Zaleznik, 1963); and Bales Interaction , . 

Analysis (Bales, 1950). 

Multiple definitions have resulted in confusion, 

duplication of efforts, and have prevented methodological 

planning and programming. Factor analysis can provide an 

objective method of selecting explicitly defined variables 

upon which professionals might easily agree and act. 

'Method of factor analysis selected. Criteria must be 

established before a methodology of factor analysis is 

adopted. One criterion concerns th.e factor model employed. 

Spearman (1904) preferred one Ifgeneral factor" plus a 

"specific factor" for each variable, but Thurstone (1947) 

and others speak of "group factors" which a.re involved in 

several but not all of the variables (see Baggaley, 1964) . 

. Some scientists (Baggaley, 1964) suggest that all 

factors, general, group, and specific, must be considered in 

factor analysis. The factors considered result in a variety 

of methods of analysis including the diagonal method, the 

multiple group method, the maximum-likelihood method, the 

principal axis rotation method, the simple structure rotation 
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method, the oblique method, and others (Bnggaley, 1964) 

which were all consid.cl'cd for use in this study. 

16 

For the purpose of this stud.y> however, the oTthagonal 

varimax rotations were employed. This method of analysis is 

known as simple structure method. 

A Simple structure criterion for rotation of factor 

analytic results has been conmlOnly used j n the social 

sciences to improve the "interpretability" of factors 

(Baggaley, 1964). Harmon (1960) has stated the advantage of 

such a rotation: 

. . . the graphical )lot in the plane of each 
.pair of factors will exhibit the following: 
(1) many points ncar the t\.;o fina.l factor" a2l..es; 
(2) a large number of points near the origin; and 
(3') only a small number of points removed from the 
origin and between the two axes. (p. 114) 

Thus, the simple structure rotation provides final factors 

that load heavily on some items and close to zero on others. 

The items each tend to be heavily loaded by only one factor, 

thereby reducing the items' complexity . 
. 

The simple structure rotation used for the present 

investigation maintained the orthonality (independence) of 

the factors. While this restriction may have limited the 

quality of fit of the final factors to the simple structure 

criterion, it results in "simplicity of interpretation" 

(Harmon, 1960, p. 261). 

The varimax approximation to simple structure was 

chosen because, according to Harmon (1960), it "seems to be 
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the 'best' parsimonious analytical solution in the sense that 

it correlates best with intuitive concept of that term as 

exemplified by the graphical solution (p. 306) and because 

the varimax solution tonds to remain invariant (tested by 

making changes in the composition of the test battery) 

(Harmon, 1960) . 

Factor analysis is discussed more thoroughly in 

several books devoted to the subject. These books include 

IIarmon (1960), Baggaley (1964), Catel1 (1952), and Kerlinger 

(1964). 

Interpretation' of the rotated factor matrix. The 

lnterpreLatloIl of fac.tors is a subjective process. Nothing 

in the logic of a factor analytic solution will inform a 

researcher how to label a particular factor. Interpretation 

involves examining which variables appear to have relatively 

large loadings. 

Factors were ~nterpreted by examining items with high 

factor loadings and items with low factor loadings and by 

hypothesizing a construct which would explain the association 

of only items highly loaded. The label of this construct was 

assigned to the mathematically defined factor. 

,"\1 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

This chapter discusses criteria for determining the 

number of factors extracted and selected fo"r -further anal y ~ 

sis. Included in the criteria was a rationale to factor 

analyze hlo population groups, compare the two factorial 

results~ and select the most meaningful factors. Three 

factor descriptions are given and used for further statis

tical analysis. 

Criteria in Determining Number of Factors Extracted 

Factor analysis is a method by ,.,rhich the relations 

among a relatively large number of variables al'\'3 redefined in 

terms of relations with relatively fewer hypothetical varia

bles called factors. Certain crite~ia had to be developed 

which would determin,e limits to the number of factors 

selected for the study. These criteria are based on certain 

fundamental issues. As Baggaley (1964) suggests, "The issues 

of comprehensiveness, goodness of fit, and parsimony are 

relevant to the pr~ctical problem of how many factors to 

extract from a given correlation matrix. t1 (p. 95) 

If some limit was not placed on the number of factors 

extracted (when using the principal axis solution), the 

factor analysis procedure could continue indefinitely so that 

-- -- ----------------------------
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eventually the number of factors would. be so numerous that 

the purpose of factor analysis would. be defeated (i.e., As 

pointod out by llarmon (1960), a principal objective of factor 

analysis is to attain a parsimonious description of observed 

data). 

Only factors which explained enough variance to be 

statistically significunt in this study were extracted in 

the factor analysis, according to the criteria mentioned by 

Harmon (1960): 

Through very extensive application~ of electronic 
computers, Kaiser has arrived at a practical basis 
for finding the nW1tber of common factors that are 
necessary, reliable, and meaningf'.l for the explana
tion of the correlations among the variables. His 
recommendation--after considering statistical sig
nificance, algebraically necessary conditions, 
psychometric reliability, and psychological meaning
fulness--is that the number of common factors should 
be equal to the number of eigen-values greater than 
one of the correlation matrix (with unities in the 
diagonal). He has found this Lumber to run from a 
sixth to about a third of the total number of 
variables. (p. 363) 

Application of this criteria resulted in the extraction of 

eleven factors. 

Eleven factors were first extracted from the two 

camp populations and, second, from the sample from the 

population at Lookout Mountain School for Boys (see Table I, 

Chapter II). 

The rationale supporting the decision to factor 

analyze these two population samples separately consisted 

of the following two points. First, the study was originally 
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predicated on the assumption that tht;~ intpl'tlction qunLt ty 

in Colorado's youth camps differed from that at tho l.O()}i:out 

Mountain School for Boys. Separate factor analyses facili

tated the investigation of this assumption. 

Second, although each analysis extracted cleven 
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statistically significant factors, it was necessary to find 

a set of factors that meaningfully expanded an understanding 

of interaction patterns in both types of correctional insti.

tutions. Two factor analyses were utilized to help decide 

which of the eleven significant factors were meaningful. 

Several reasons for believing that the quality of 

interaction differed between the youth camps and the larger 

boys institutions (i.e., Lookout Mountain School for Boys) 

were apparent. 

The first reason was that the staff members were 

different. For example, qualificat,ions for Resident 

Supervisors (cottage counselors) at Lookout Mountain School 

for Boys were a high school diploma or equivalent and the 

. absence of a police record. Minimum qualifications for camp 

counselors were two years of college education (preferably in 

the social sciences) and/or previous experience in the youth 

counseling field plus an ability to conduct family as well as 

individual counseling. Salaries for counselors at the camps 

were also geared toward attracting and retaining more quali

fied personnel. The experience of counselors at the camps is 
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generally greater, not only because of the entry requirement, 

but also due to low staff turnover at the camps compared with 

the larger institutions. 

The second reason was the differences between the 

youths in the institutions. Although the total population at 

Lookout Mountain School for Boys ranged in the same general 

age groups as the camps, youths from Lookout Mountain School 

for Boys who attended the camps were carefully chosen on the 

basis of being first-termers, not having a record of violent 

actions, and being more susceptible to treatment in an open 

environment. 

The third reason for expE'cting differences in qua.lity 

of interaction was the differences in the environments of the 

institutions .. Staff-boy ratios were more favorable at the 

camps (as mentioned in Chapter II of this report), the camps 

were away from the urban environment, and the cottages were 

not locked at any time. The larger institution was located 

on the outskirts of Denver, and the doors were always locked . 

Programs at the camps included outdoor work and recreation 

and many opportunities for individual counselor-boy interac-

tion; whereas, programs at the larger institutions were 

rather limited. 

Comparisons of Two Factor Analyses 

To determine if the factors obtained during the first 

factor analysis were equivalent to any of the factors 

" "". 
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obtained during the second factor analysis~ coefficients of 

congruence between factors were computed. Harmon (1960) has 

shown that this coefficient is a good measure of "degree of 

factorial similarity' (p. 257) when different sample's are 

tested with the same variables. He further pointed out that 

this index is similar to a correlation coefficient with 

values ranging from +1 for perfect agreement through zero for 

no agreement to -1 for perfect inverse agreement. 

Coefficients of congruence indicated that the first 

three factors (henceforth labeled factors A, B, and C) found 

in the analysis of the Lookout Mountain School for Boys 

sample were also found in the Analysis of the two camp sam-

pIes (see Table II) even though these factors were not the 

first three to emerge from the tl-m camp samples. The order 

of emergence of these three factors is also shown in Table 

II. These factors from the two camp samples, though not 

emerging as the first three factors, a~counted for more of 

the total variance than any of the other factors (see Table 

III). Each of these three factors also accounted for more of 

the va~iance in the sample from Lookout Mountain School for 

Boys (see Table IV). 

These three factors were selected fer analysis and 

interpretation. The reasons for selecting only these three 

were based upon the comparisons of the two factor analyses. 

These three factors were considered most meaningful because 
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Factor Label 

A 

B 

C 
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TABLE II 

FACTOR AGREEMENT BETWEEN SAMPLES 

Factor Number Factor Number Coefficient 
From Two Camp From LMBS of 

Samples Sample Congruence 

1 1 .90 

8 2 .83 

5 3 .77 
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TABLE III 

VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY EXTRACTED FACTORS 
FROM THE TWO CAMP SAMPLES 

24 

---------.<.---~-""---

Factor Labels A C B 

Factor Number 1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Per Cent of 
Total Variance 
Accounted For 17 5 3 3 6 4 4 9 4 4 4. 
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TABLE IV 

VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY EXTRACTED FACTORS 
FROM THE LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS SA1:vlPLE 

Factor Labels 

Factor Number 

Per Cent of 
Total Variance 
Accounted For 

A B 

1 2 

14 10 

C 

3 

9 

4 

.3 

5 6 7 8 9 

4 5 4 3 3 

25 

10 11 

5 6 
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of the following reasons. (1) They were the only three 

factors ,.,rhich were common to both factor analyses, Invari-

ance of factors is one of the properties of the orthogonal 

varimax method of factor analysis so that common meaningful 

factors should be found in both of the rotations. (2) In 

26 

both samples, each of the three factors accounted for more of 

the total variance than any of the other extracted factors 

(see Tables II, III, and IV). Often, factor interpretations 

a:re made only for factors contributing to ~ than five per 

cent of the total variance (Harmon, 1960). The three factors 

selected met this condition; while all but one (which 

accounted for six per cent of the variance) of the others 

did no't. 

Three Factor Descriptions 

The three factors, A, B, and C, which have been 

referred to previously, are described below. The high load

ings for the factor associated with the camp sample are 

listed. The factors are interpreted, and the differences of 

factor definition resulting from the two factor analyses are 

discussed. 

Factor A. Factor A had the loadings shown in Table V. 

This factor was interpreted as a "teacher-role interaction. 1I 

Item 31, "He teaches me," loaded .65 for the camp sample and 

.85 (highest loading found) for the Lookout Mountain School 

for Boys sample (hereafter also referred to as the LMSB 
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~ TABLE V 

FACTOR A LOADINGS 

I 
to Item No. Item Name Loadings 

I 26 He helps me .78 

J 2 He gets along well with me .72 

4- He understands me .72 

I 13 He is kind to me .72 

48 He "' " .... .::> important to me .71 

3 He likes to be with me .70 

I 15 He trusts me .70 

18 He respects me .67 , 30 He is interested in me .65 

5 He likes me .64 

I 20 He is honest with me .58 

• I 
J 
I 

1 
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sample). Other defining characteristics supporting thi.s 

interpretation i'lere kindness) trust, interest, honesty) tll'll! 

understanding. Perhaps more important in delimiting the 

interpretation made above were those characteristics not c()r

related with this factor .. Such charachoristics were dcsirc 

for control, attempts to change behavior) and in tC)l'pl1rSolwl 

sensi ti vi ty (such items as 11, "He tries to outdo TIlt,,,; 12) 

"He tries to support me"; 22, "lIe is careful not to upset 

me"; 27, "He has different feelings at different times about 

me"; and 32, "He embarrasses me," all had factor loadings 

close to zero). The absence of high loadings on these itoms 

prevented interpretation of the factor as simply "liking. 1I 

Differences existed between the factor definition of 

the camps and that of the LMSB sample. The two camp samples 

associated an element of 11human warmth 11 with the "teacher~ 

role interaction" much more strongl:y than did the LMSB 

sample. Some of the characteristics of this human ilTarmth 

were ability to get along well with, concern for, and respect 

for the individual. These differences are illustrated in 

Table VI. 

A second definitional difference was the association 

by the LMSB sample of something similar to "a father-image

stereotype" with the "teacher-role interaction." A much 

greater loading was given to the items "He thinks about me," 

"He depends on me," "He protects me," and "He worries about 

me" by this group (as shown in Table VII) . 
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TABLE VI 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAMPLES 

29 

FROM CAMPS AND LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 
IN TERMS OF FACTOR A LOADINGS ON "HUMAN WARlvlTH" 

=====.-,. ..... ~ 

Item No. Name 

2 He gets along 
with me 

4 He l,mderstands 

13 He :Ls kind to 

3 He likes to be 
me 

15 He trusts me 

18 He :.respects me 

5 He likes me 
I 

~ lj<f 

.} 

well 

me 

me 

with 

Loadings From 
Two Camp 

Samples 

.72 

7') 
• 1'-' 

.72 

.70 

.70 

.67 

.64 

Loadings From 
Lookout Mountain 
School for Boys 

Sample 

.20 

.51 

.40 

.31 

.50 

.31 

.36 
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TABLE VII 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAMPLES 
FROM CAMPS AND LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

IN TERMS OP FACTOR A LOADINGS ON 
"A FATHER-IMAGB-STERDOTYPB" 

Loac1ings Pl'Olll 
Loadings From Lookout Mountain 

Two Camp School for Boys 
Item No. Name __________ S_a_mpJ:!_)s __ , __ Sam:e,lc _ 

46 He worries about me .38 .70 

21 rIe depends upon me .36 .iO 

28 He protects me .32 . .73 

16 He thinks about me .28 .63 

'~;----:= 
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Factor B. Factor B loadings are shown in Table VIII. 

This factor ",as interpreted as "contrariety"; that is, the 

factor indicates the degree of perceived opposition to the 

happiness and best interests of the delinquent youths. The 

characteristi,:s supporting this interpretation included 

depressing, unhappy, disappointing, and dishonest inter-

actions. 

The major difference in this factor definition between 

the samples appeared to be 1;.ne overtness of the contrariety. 

The Ll\ISB sample associated active opposition much more with 

this factor than did the two camp samples. The two camp 

samples flSso('.:iAted this factor with interpersonal relation 

ship problems. Item 47, "He is lonely. when with me," 

indicated this.association. This difference is shown in 

Table IX. 

Factor C. Factor C loadings are shown in Table X. 

This factor was interpreted as "non-competitive" because the 

items appear to deal with competitiveness, and the loadings 

are all negative. 

.The difference between the two camp samples and the 

LMSB sample appeared as if the two camp samples perceived the 

"non-competitives" as in a physical realm and in a task-

oriented environment. Item 11, "He tries to outdo me," and 

item 45, "He wears me out," exemplify this point as sh0wn in 

Table XI. The perceptions of the LMSB sample were 
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40 

47 

49 

37 

43 

34 

41 

TABLE VIII 

FACTOR B LOADINGS 

He makes me unhappy .78 

He is lonely when with me .70 

He 

He 

He 

He 

He 

acts against my interest 

disappoints me 

gets impatient with me 

deceives me 

gets annoyed at me 

.69 

.60 

.51 

.51 

32 
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TABLE IX 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAMPLES 
FROM CAMPS AND LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL fOR BOYS 

IN TERMS OF FACTOR B LOADINGS 

33 

~===== .--====-========~~=-=-=-=================================== 

Loadings From 
Loadings From Lookout Mountain 

Two Camp School for Boys 
Item No. Name . SUlflples Sample 

47 He is lonely when 
with me .70 .24 

I , 
50 He is ill ~ ... ea.se Cl.1.. 

when with me .49 .70 

45 He wears me out .33 .67 

38 He overestimates 
me .18 .68 

II He tries to outdo 
me .04 .56 

---.======================================================= 

"""'-------------------------- ----- -
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TABLE X 

FACTOR C LOADINGS :i 

I 
• Item No, Item Name 

I 32 He embarrasses me -.71 

11 He tries to outdo me -.64 

45 He ",,\Tears me out - ,62 

35 He argues with me - .50 

7 He runs me down -.48 

=========================================================-. 

• I 

I 

1 
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TABLE XI 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAMPLES 

35 

FROM CAMPS AND tOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 
IN TERMS 01~ FACTOR C LOADINGS ON PHYSICALLY ORIENTED ITEMS 

Item No. 

11 

45 

Name 

He tries to outdo 
me 

He wears me out 

Loadings From 
Two Camp 

Samples 

-.64 

- .·G 2 

Loadings From 
Lookout Mountain 
School for Boys 

Sample 

-.23 

-.33 
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interpreted in terms of a process or verbal level of 

competition--non-competition. TJlis was noted in lonJing~ 

for items as shown in Table XII. 

Statistical Analysis 

This study \\1as originally developed because the rat~'~; 

of recidivism of juvenile delinquents paroled from ColornJols 

two youth camps over a three-year period were substantjally 

lower than recidivism rates of paroled youths from the 

state1s larger institutions (Walton, 1969). Analysis of 

variance was conducted to determine if recidivism rates were 

related to the interaction factors of "teacher-role interac~ 

tion,1I "contrariety," and "non-competitiveness," 

To accomplish this, it was first necessary to compute 

factor scores for each subject in the recidivist and non-

recidivist samples. To compute factor scores, factor 

definitions were necessary. There were two definitions for 

each factor, one extracted from the two camp saIfiples and one 

from the LMSB sample. The two camp samples' factor defini-

tion was selected to compute factor scores because the 

recidivists and non-recidivsts sampled came exclusively from 

the camps. 

The factor scores were determined by adding the scores 

for each subject on all items heavily loaded for each factor. 

Thus, three factor scores were computed for each of the 
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TABLB XI 

DIFFEl{ENCES BETWEEN SAMPLES 

35 

FROM CAMPS AND LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 
IN TERMS (W FACTOR C LOADINGS ON PHYSICALLY ORIENTED ITEMS 

Item No. ----,,_ .... 
11 He 

me 

4S He 

==-,' ',,--==='==== -'====--,' 

Name 
~.-,---

tries to outdo 

wears me out 

Loadings From 
Loadings From Lookout Mountain 

Two Camp School for Boys 
SamElcy_· _______ SamEle 

-.64 -.23 

-.62 ~.33 

=======-=".=.~==========-======= 
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interpreted in terms of a process or verbal level of 

competition--non-c.ompctitjc.m. Thil-; was llot('~ll in lt1adinl,~b 

for items as shown in Tablo XII. 

This study was originally dovcdopcd hecausc,' the rates 

of recid:ivism of juvenile delinquonts paroled from Colorado's 

two yout11 camps over a threo-year period \Ilc..~rc !>ubstnlltiully 

lower than recidivism rates of paroled youths from the 

state's larger institutions (Walton, 1969). Analysis of 

variance was conducted to determine if recidivism rates woro 

related to the interaction factors of fftoacher-role interac-

tion," "contrariety>" and "non~competjtivellcss.Jt 

To accomplish this) it was first necessary to compute 

factor scores for each subject in the recidivist and non

recidivist samples. To compute factor scores, factor 

definitions were necessary. There were two definitions for 

each factor, one extracted from the two camp samples and one 

from the LMSB sample. The two camp samples' factor defini-

tion was selected to compute factor scores because the 

recidi~ists and non-recidivsts sampled came exclusively from 

the camps. 

The factor scores were determined by adding the scores 

for each subject on all items heavily loaded for each factor. 

Thus, three factor scores were computed for each of the 

--------------------- __ LLllL ........ __ 
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TABLE XII 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN S.AJ\IPLES 
FROM CAMPS AND LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

IN TERMS OF FACTOR C LOADINGS ON SELECTED 
PROCESS-VERBAL ITEMS 

Loadings 

37 

From 
Loadings From Lookout Mountain 

Two Camp School for Boys 
Item No. Name Samples Sample 

22 He is careful not 
to upset me .25 .50 

1 He finds fault 
with me - .05 -.49 

41 He gets annoyed 
with me - .16 -.40 

37 He disappoints me - .18 -.54 

43 He gets impatient 
with me -.20 -,53 

8 He has disagreements 
with me -.25 -.68 
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recidivists and for each of the non-recidivists. Tuble XlII 

shows the items which ,"ere included for each factor score. 

With these computations) a one-way analysis of 

variance for unequal groups "ras conducted. for recid.:i vists und 

non-recidivists for factor scores on Factors A, n, and C. 

Three F scores were computed. to tost for differences between 

the recidivists and non-recidivists on each factor. 

Results of this analysis showed no differences between 

recidivists and non-recidivists on any of the factors. 

An analysis of variance was also conducted to compare 

the interaction factors between the two camp samples and the 

LMS13 sample to determine if there were actual differences 

between the institutions. The factor scores for each of 

these sample members which were used for the analysis were 

computed by taking the same items used previously (sec Table 

XIII). 

Results of this analysis indicated that the 

institutions differed significantly on Factor A; i.e., the 

"teacher-role relationship" factor. Table XIV shows the 

results of the analysis of the variances of Factor A. 

The LMSB sample scored significantly higher than the 

camps' sample on Factor A. No differences were found on the 

other two factors. 

J&& !pi 'MiI!.-

'] 
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Item 

+ 2 
+ 3 
+ 4 
+ 5 
-17 
+18 
-19 
+20 
+26 
+30 
+31 
+48 

"+25 
+32 
+37 
+40 
+41: 
+43 
+47 
+49 

- 7 
-11 
-32 
-34 
-35 
-45 

No.7: 

TABLE XIII 

ITEMS INCLUDED IN COMPUTING FACTOR SCORES 

Factor A 

He gets along well with me 
He likes to be with me 
He understands me 
He likes me 
He bores me 
He respects me 
He under-values me 
He is honest with me 
He heJps me 
He is interested in me 
He teaches me 
He is im~ortant to me 

Factor B 

He is afraid of me 
He embarrasses me 
He disappoints me 
He makes me unhappy 
He gets annoyed at me 
He gets impatient with me 
He is lonely when with me 
He acts against my interest 

Factor C 

He runs me down 
He tries to outdo me 
He embarrasses me 
He deceives me 
He argues with me 
He wears me out 

39 

*The signs before each item number indicate whether the item 
was added or subtracted in computing the factor score. 
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TABLE XIV 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN TWO CAMP SAMPLES 
AND LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

SAMPLE ON FACTOR A SCORES 

Source SS DF MS F 

Bet,..,een Groups 1021. 87 1 1021.87 6.893 

Subjects Within 
Groups 40854.08 274 149.10 

Total 41875.95 275 

SS = SUjll of Squares 
DF = Degrees of Freedom 
MS = Mean Square 

F = F Factor 
P = Probability (percentage) 

I........ _______________ ~-~-

== 

40 

P 

.01 
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Summary 

In thjs chapter, an analysis of data for the study was 

discussed. The analysis which included an extraction of 

factors from the samples of two youth camps' populations and 

one larger institution for youth was detailed. 

Results of the analysis indicated that there were 

three meaningful factors extracted from the two samples. 

These factors were interpreted as follows: 

1. Factor A, "Teacher-role interaction" 

2. Factor B, lIContrariety" 

3. Factor C, "Non-competitive" 

Conclusions d.rawn from an analysis of the variance of 

samples of recidivists and non-recidivists resulted in a 

conclusion that there was no significant difference between 

those two groups concerning the three meaningful factors. 

Another analysis of variance between the camps' sample 

and the larger institution's sample indicated a significant 

difference for one of the three factors, Factor A; i.e.) the 

"teacher-role interaction" factor. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY 

This study was undertaken to investigate interaction 

patterns between juvenile delinquen~s and their counselors in 

Colorado's youth institutions. The primary roason for the 

stu.dy v,ras to investigate an aSSUml)tion that the communication 

or interaction patterns between delinquent youths and their 

counselors was associated with reduced recidivism rates. 

This assumption developed from the fact that the number of 

youths paroled (from Colorado's two youth camps) who are not 

returnyd was less than fifty per cent oT. more when compared 

with recidivist rates of parolees from other correctional 

institutions. 

Empirical studies concerned with this "interaction" 

process have not been conducted previously in Colorado. 

Research of literature related to' this study had been 

reviewed to help find background data for the study. There 

are few studies reported that are directly concerned with the 

problem. William Arnold (1965) studied forty-five paroled 

youths and concluded that recidivism was associated with the· 

interaction of delinquent youths and others. Arnold sug

gested that a parolee who has experienced ineffectual teaching 

or communications about social behavior tends to recidivate. 
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Studies such as Arnold's reinforced the reasoning underlying 

tho dovolopmcnt of this particular study. 

Other research which had boen studied and used as back-

ground to this investigation included the work of Ilavo1 (1965), 

Glaser (1964J~ Cowdon (1966), Molof (1967), Spicer (1965) 

Larson (1965), and others. 

Procedures --
The selected instrument used in this study was a 

revised version of a test developed by Reusch, Block, and 

Bennet (1953) for the assessment of interaction. It was 

entitled, "Interaction Test (Ho-Me)," and consisted of fifty 

statements, each of which described some dimension of inter-

action plus a seven-part, modified Likert-type response s~ale 

for each statemen.t. The test was aJministered to samples 

consisting of five juvenile delinquent and former juvenile 

delinquent populations. The data was factor-analyzed and 

analyses of variances procedures were also used in the analy

ses. An orthogonal varimax rotation procedure was used to 

mathematically identify those items associated with each 

other for interpretation. 

The Results 

Three factors which were common to the samples tested 

were labeled as follows: 

1. Factor A, "Teacher-role interaction" 
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2. Factor B, ItContra.riety" 

3. Factor C, "Non-compE.'titive lt 

Differences existed between the factor definition or tho 

camps and that of the boys school. The two camp samp} ing:': 

associated an element of "human warmth" with tho ttteltdwr-

role interaction" much more ~trongly than did the Lonld)tlt 

Mountain School for Boys sampling, A second diffcrencl' in 

defining Factor A was the association by the Lookout Moulltain 

School for Boys sample of something similar to "a fathcr~ 

image-stereotype" with "teacher-role interaction." 

'The major difference in the Factor B definition between 

the samples uppeared to be the overtness of the c()nt..l.'ar-h~ ly • 

The Lookout Mountain School for Boys sample associated activ0 

opposition much more with this factor than did the two camp 

samples. The two camp samples associated this factor with 

interpersonal relationship problems. 

The difference between the two camp samples and that 

of Lookout Mountain School for Boys appeared as if the camp 

samples perceived the "non-c.ompetitives" in a physical realm 

and ina task-oriented environment. The perceptions of the 

Lookout Mountain School for Boys sample w~s interpreted in 

terms of a process or a verbal level of competition--non-

competition. 

The results of this investigation may serve to assist 

counselors of similar populations (as described in the study) 
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to understand what may occur during interactions between 

delinquent youths an"', the counselors. The study indicates 

that the youths may see their counselors differently than the 

counselors desired. Perhaps changes in counselor selection, 

orientation, and training would assist in changing counselors' 

patterns of interaction for some other desired goal . 

Analysis of the data also revealed that there are 

insignificant differences between recidivist and non-recidi

vist in terms of interaction patterns, although the differences 

may not have been revealed. The samples of the non-recidivist 

population was limited to the population of non-recidivists 

in the five-county Denver metropolitan area where sixty per 

cent of the adjudicated delinquent youths in Colorado are 

located. 

Among the reasons for the insignificant difference 

between recidivists and non-recidivfsts may also be selection 

~.ri teria of youths for incarceration at the camps. Y (Jllth 

selected for incarceration at the two camps must not have had 

a record of violence, must have appeared more positive to 

school ,and work programs, and must not have ever been incar

cerated before' their present adjudication. 

It may have been important to study the youths who 

have been incarcerated at Lookout Mountain School for Boys 

only, paroled and returned to Lookout Mountain School for 

Boys again. It is possible that interaction patterns of 
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these youths are not significantly different between the two 

camp samples and the Lookout Mountain School for Boys. 

Research Design 

This study was developed utilizing a fifty-statement 

interaction test. It may be important to reexamine the test 

itself from the standpoint of what it does measure. This 

particular instrument may not measure to the highest degree 

of sophistication those interaction patterns vital to the 

objectives.of the study. In addition, it appears that the 

test may only measure what is in the boy's head at the time 

he takes the test. A study of interaction patterns, in terms 

of visual as well as aural observations, may serve as a 

better method of research. 

The method of factor analysis used in this study was 

considered appropriate. Other methods, however, should also 

be considered in order to pursue a systematic and meaningful 

method of analysis. 

It would appear from this investigation that a design 

for additional study of the problem should include actual 

observation oi the counselor-youth interaction process and 

should include additional tools. It would also appear that 

a future study should be concerned with interaction patterns 

at Lookout Mountain School for Boys. 

'-------~---------

., , 

\ 
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The Results in Relation to Other Research 

Arnold's (1965) studies appear to have some relation-

ship to the results of this study. Both Arnold's conclusions 

and conclusions of this study suggest that counselors and 

other adults in institutions are viewed in terms of the 

Itteacher-role interaction" by youths. Arnold suggests that 

if the role is ineffectual, recidivism results. 

Glaser (1964) found that seventy-five per cent of his 

sample of paroled men from federal prisons claimed that they 

made major changes in their conduct because of the influence 

of correctional officers. The role of correctional personnel 

as "teachers" apparently was supported in the context of both 

the Glaser study and this stndy. 

Molof (1967) studied delinquent youths who had been 

incarcerated in California Forestry Camps as well as another 

sample of delinquent youths from larger state institutions. 

His conclusions were-that there was no statistical evidence 

of a differential effect on recidivism rates as a result of 

going through a camp program versus going through an institu

tion program where the selection of youths was controlled. 

Molof's conclusions suggest, as has been done in the 

conclusions of this study, that selectivity ~ se may be 

more significant than, for example, interaction patterns 'in 

reduced recidivism rates of youths paroled from the camps. 
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The youth correctional counselor in tIle United Statos 

has b'een given the most difficul t task of changing the bl\hav~ 

ior of incarcerated delinquent youths assigned to him. The 

youth enters this interaction environment after many yoars of 

a different, and often severe, cultural environment. After a 

few short months, the youth is returned to the context of 

this severe environment where influences tend to re-establisll 

"old" attitudes and beliefs in the youth through social 

pressure. Research has not yet found a magical answer to the 

correctional counselor's dilemma, which is to effectively 

change this pattern., 

This study focused on one particular part of the whole 

process where change could possibly occur in the behavior of 

young delinquents in Colorado. Conclusions of this study' 

suggest that there appears to be a need to study interaction 

patterns to a much greater extent with improved instruments in 

larger, more populated institutions as well as the so-called 

"successful" smaller institutions. 
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INTERACTION TEST: POTIn B 

I Name: Sex: M F 
Description of interaction with: 

11 Follmving eadl of the statements given balm'" is a seven-part scale. 
Ead1 part of the scFtle describes tl1e extent to which the preceding statc~ 
ment is dlaracteris tic or typical of the other person t s interaction with 

I you. You should read the statament, deciding to whcrt-oxtcnt it applies 

I to his interaction with you, and circle the appropriate scale part. 

e Please Mark Every Scale 

I 1. He is critical of me. 

j 
Almost Only Occa- Almost 

Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Alw"ays: Alwavs 
~-

2. He gets along ''Ie 11 with me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: .?j.9P~"~1Y,:. Sometimes: ~~r~~g~~Il~) X: ~}~9Y~_:. 6.1~v.?X.E ,-, . . ~--- --- -- -- --"-

3. He likes to be with me. 

I 
Almost Only Occa- Almost 

Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

1 
4. He understands me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionalll: Sometimes: Frequentll: Always: Always 

I S . He likes me. 

• Almost Only Occa- Almost 

I Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always ---
6. He inhibits me. 

J Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always --

I 7. He belittles me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 



, 
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17. I Ie bores me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionallY: 

( 
Sometimes: Frequently: Alwa~: Ahmvs __ .t,..-

18. He n~sEects me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Alwavs: Al\V'{~~(S 

I 
---- ( 

19. He underestimates me . • 
I Almost Only Occa- Almost 

Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequentlx.: AlwaZ!?.: Al'v0l.~ 

J 
20. He is honest with me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Ahvays: A1\·mys 

I --
21. He relies upon me, 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Nevc;)r: --- Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Ali'w.ys: Always 

I 
22. He is careful not to upset me. 

AJJnost Only Occa- Almost 

'I 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Ahvays ---

23. He knows his limitations. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always ._-

• 24. He is tolerant of contradictions in me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

J 25 .. He is afraid of me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

26. He helEs me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Al\Vays: Always 

, 
------------------ ~--- . -- -- ------
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27 . He has mixed feelings abO! II me. .. _...... ~ ... ,.~--

j I 
Almost Only Oce:I' Almost 

Never: Never: sional~:" Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

1 28. pc pr2tects me. 

Almost Only Oce:!- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally~:~ ~etimes: Freguent1r: Always: A1wars 

I 29, He has di££icul tics m.'lkiJ~f._. decisions when with me, • 
I 

Almost Only Gce:I-- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguent1r: Alwars: Always --

3~ • He is interested in me. 

.I Almost Only Occ,,- Almost 
Never: Never: sionallx:.: Sometimes: Frequently: Alwars: Always 

I 31. He teaches me. 

Almost Only OCCll- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

32. He embarrasses me. 

I Almost Only OcC'n- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: FrequentlY: Always: Always 

-- 33. lIe controls me. 

I 
Almost Only Oce'l- Almost 

Never: Never: ,sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

• 34. He deceives me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguent1y: Always: Always 

J -----
35, He argues I'v'i th me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionallz.: Sometimes: Freguent1y: Always: Always 

36. He is emotional when with me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguent1y: Always: A1wars 

I I, 
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37. He disappoints me. 

I Almost Only Occa~ Almost 
Never: Never: sionall.r.:. Sometimes: Freguently: AL~'av:; : Always ---'-- _ ......... .1.-,_ ..... 

1 38, 11e overestimates me. 

Almost Only Occa~ Almost 
Never: Never: sional1r: Sometimes: !2'cciucntly.: Al\vnvs: Alwavs 

I 
-----"-

__ ,,,-.t.._ 

39. His feelings tmwrcl me ch£Ill CTc from clay to day. e 5? 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Somo'Umes: Frequcntlx.: Always: A1w:1\'5 .. -~--*'''-

J 
40. He makes me unhaEEl.' 

Almost Only Occa-. Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frcquen t1:Y.:.: 1\1W1:1'7$ : Alwavs 

I 
, ___ -.c-........:.. 

41. He gets~ annoyed at me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: FrequcntlL: Alwavs: Alwnvs . ----'- ~-

I 
42. He expects a lot of me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost , Never: Never: sionallr: Sometimes: Frequently: A1ways: Always 

43. He gets impatient with me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: si.:mal1r: Sometimes: FreguentlY: Alwazs: Alwazs 

• 44. He tries to change me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Alwazs 

J 
, 

45. He wears me out. 

I Almost 0nly Occa- AL'TIost 
Never: Never: tiarlally: Sometimes: Frequently: Ali-,mzs: A1Nazs 

46. . He worries about me . 

Almost Only Occa-· Almost 
Nevex; . Never; sionallz; SO!lletimes; Freguently; AhiaYs: Always - . .......,.... 

;! 
K: 

l~~ 
\ ' , r ['II 

;~ 
j' 

------------- -------------- -- - --------~-. ---, 
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47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

He is lonely when with me. 

A1most Only Occa-
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: 

He is important to me. 

Almost Only Occa-
Never: Never: sionally: . Sometime..:;: 

He acts against my interests. 

AJmost Only Occa-
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: 

He is ill at ease with me. 

AJmost Only Occa-
Never: Never: .sionally: Sometimas: 

59 

A1most 
Freq:.tently: Alwavs: 

( 
AlI-mys 

A1most 
Frequently: Allmys: Alwavs 

( 

Almost 
Frequently: Always: AlI-mys 

A1most 
Freguently: Always: AlI-mys 
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INTERACTION TEST: Fonn B 
(Revised) . 

Name: Sex: M F ------------------------------------------ ----- -----
Description of interaction with: ___________________ _ 

Following each of the statements given below is a seven-part scale. 
Each part of the scale describes· the extent to which the preceding state
ment is characteristic or typical of the other person's·interaction with 
you. Yo'USTiould read the statement) deciding to what extent it applies to 
his interaction with you, and circle the appropriate scale part. 

PLEASE IvIAR1< EVERY SCALE 

1. He finds fault with me. 

Never: 
Almost 
Never: 

Only Occa
sionally: Sometimes: 

2. He gets along well with TIl3. 

ALll0St 
Never: Never: 

Only Occa-
sionally: Sometimes: 

3. I-Ie likes to be with me. 

Almost 
Never: Never: 

Only Occa-
sionally: Sometimes: 

4. He understands me. 

Almost 
Never: Never: 

5. He likes me. 

Almost 
Never: Never: 

Only Occa
.sionally: 

Only Occa
sionally: 

Sometimes: 

Sometimes: 

6. He holds me in check: 

Almost 
Never: Never: 

7. He runs me down. 

Almost 
Never: Never: 

Only Occa-
sionally: Sometimes: 

Only Occa-
sionally: Sometimes: 

Frequently: 
Almost 
Always: Alwavs , 

Almost 
Frequently: Always: Always 

Almost 
Frequently: Always: Al''lays 

Almost 
Freguently: Always: Always 

Almost 
Frequently: Always: Always 

Almost 
Frequently: Always: Al~'lays 

Almost 
Frequently: Always; Always 
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8. He has disag;reements with me. 

I Almost Only Occa- A1Jllost 
Never: Never: 'sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Ahvay::; : Alwavs 

( .. 

• 9. He gives in to me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always Always 

.1 
, 

10. He urges me on. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frr~quently : Al,vays: Always 

~--

al 
11. He tries to outdo me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: ~hmys 

I 12. He tries to sUEEort me. 

ALl110st Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Alvmys 

I 
13. He is kind to me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

I 14. He corrects me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: !r'·i:mys --

I 
15. He trusts me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

I 16. He thinks about me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

17. He bores me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Ft'equently: Always: Always 

r
l 
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18. fIe res12ects me. 

I 
Almost Only Occa"" Almost 

Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Alw·ays 

--
19. He Lmder-values me. 

Almost Only Occa~ Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: SometiTfles: Freguently: Always: Always 

I 20. He is hones t wi th me. 

• 
I 

Almost Only Occa-- Al1nost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Always: Always 

21. He depends upon me. 

J Al1nost Only Occa-· Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Always: Always 

I 22. He is careful not to upset me. 

Almost Only Occa..., Almost 
Never: Never: sionall¥..: Sometimes: Freguently: Always: Always 

23. He knows his limitation. 

I Allnost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: siona.lly: Sometimes: Frequently: Always.: Alway~ 

I 24. lIe lives ivi tJ"l my actions and words. 

I 
Allnost Only Occa- Allnost 

Never: Never: siona.lq: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

25. He is afraid of me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: ~lways 

I 26. He helps me. 

I 
Almost Only Occa-, Allnost 

Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: frequently: Always: Ahvays 

27. He has different feelings at different times about me. 

Allnost Only Occa- Allnost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Always: Always 
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28. He ETotects me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sional1y: Sometimes: Frequently;: Alwavs Always , t 

1 29. He has difficulties making decisions when with me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 

I 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Alwars , 

30. He is intel'ested in me . • 
I Almost Only Occa- Almost 

Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Alwazs: Alwa~ 

. J 
31. He teaches me . 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionallY: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

I 
, 

32. He embarrasses me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

I 
33. He controls me. 

Almost Only Occa~ Almost , Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguentlz: Always: Always 

34. He deceives me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: 'sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Alwazs: Always 

• 35. He argues with me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Amost 
Never: Never: sic~lally: Sometimes: Frequently: Alwars: Always , 36. He has a sense of feeling when he is with me. 

I Amost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

37. He disaEEoints me. 

Amost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Always: Always 

t . 
J~ 

t 
I ; 
I;"' 

:~ 
------------------------_._------------------ --
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38. He overcs t:ima tes me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionallz: Sometimes: Freguentlz: Alwals: Alwazs 

·1 39. His feelings toward me change from day to day. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 

I 
Never: Never: sionalIr.:.. Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Ahvazs 

40 . He makes me unhappy. .., 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionallz: Sometimes: Frequently: Alwals: A1wals 

_I 41. He gets rumoyed at me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 

I 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguentlz: Always: Always 

42. He expects a lot of me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always ----

, ,. 

I 43. He gets impatient with me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 

I 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguentlz.: Always: Always ---

44. He tries to cilange me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Alnlost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguentll: Always: Alwazs 

I 45. He wears me Out. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 

I 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequently: Always: Always 

46. He worries about me. 

I Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Frequentll: Always: Always 

47. He is lonely when with me. 

Almost Only Occa- Almost 
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: Freguently: Always: Always 

I 
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49. 

50. 

He is important to me. 

Almost Only Occa-
Never: Never: sionallv: Sometimes: ( 

He acts against my interests. 

Almost Only Occa-
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: 
He is ill at ease with me. 

Almost Only Occa-
Never: Never: sionally: Sometimes: 

-
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Almost 
Frequentll': Always: Always 

t '"'-

Almost 
Frequently: All-val's: Always 

Almost 
Fregucntly: A1wals.: AlwQl's 
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APPENDIX C 

FIRST WORD MEANING TEST 

SELECTED WORDS FROM INTERACTION TEST (HE-ME) 
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WORD MEANING LIST 

A student at the University of Denver "'ho is also one of our employees 
is preparing some research concerning students at Golden Gate Youth Camp, 
Lathrop Park Youth Camp, and Lookout Nountahl School for Boys. 

There are certain words in his survey that ,,,e felt may neod changing 
or clearing up. We need your help to give us some idea of your definitions 
of the ''I'ords. Will you help by '~Ti ting in the spaces below each ''''01'<1, your. 
idea of what the i'l'ord means . 

TI1anks. 

1. CRITICAL (As in "He is critical of me") 

2. INHIBIT (As in "He inhibits me") 

3. BELITI'LES (As in "He belittles me") 

4. COt\1FLICTS (As in "He has conflicts '''ith me") 

5 • REASSURE (As in "He tries to reassure me") 

6. DISCIPLINE (As in "He disciplines me") 

7. UNDERESTDvrATES (As in "He underestimates me") 
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8. TOLERANT OF COI\1R/\DICfrONS (As in IIHe is tolerant of contradictions 
in mell

) 

9. MIXED FEELINGS (As in "He has mixed feelings about melt) 

10. CONTROLS (As in "He controls met!) 

11. f1'.lOTIONAL (As in "He is emotional ,.,.hen with me") 

12. TIvIPATIENT (As in "He gets impatient with me") 

13. INTEHESTS (As in "He acts against my interests tl
) 
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APPENDIX D 

SECOND WORD MEANING TEST 

SELECTED WORDS FROM INTERACTION TEST (rIB-ME) 

LI ________________ . ____ . _____ _ 





---- - --- --------------
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10. MIXFill FEELINGS 

11. CONTROLS ME 

--- -----,-----
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A. Neither good nOr had or hath fC'C'liI')t~~ about me 
B. Confused 
C. Different feelings at diffcr<mt times 
D. 

A. Holds me back 
B. Puts me in check 
C. Regulates me 
D. Restrains me .1 

I 
----.- E. Guicles me ill a strict manner 

J 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

12. FMOTIONAL WITH Mr; 

13. IMPATIEi'i'T 

A. Shows his feelings when with me 
B. Has f! strong- inner fee]ing about me 
C. Seems to show a sense of fecI inH Nith me 
D. Seems to 5}1O'" excitement, deprc.~sshm, etc., 

at different times with me 
E. ..-04 ... _"._,, _____ ~ ______ ~ 

A. Rcstl,~ss 

B. Short uf temper 
C. Anxious 
D. Irritated 
E. 
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APPENDIX E 

DIRECTION SHEETS 

USED WITH 

INTEr~CTION TEST (HE-ME): REVISED 
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DIRECTIONS 

Think of one employee here \""hom you like, talk \\'ith often, and knm-: 
fairly well. In 'other-words, the employee you "interact" ",1 tho 

Wi th this person in your mind, tmn to the next page and complete tho 
statements after rea.ding the directions. I 

" 
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APPENDIX F 

REVISED DIRECTION SHEET 

USED WITH 

INTERACTION TEST (HE-ME): REVISED 
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DIREcrrONS 

Think of One of your counselors at the camp you attended. (Gold<.m (late 
Youth Camp or Lathrop Park Youth Croup) • 

Then read each of the statements on tlle folloHing pages nnd circle the 
word or words that best describes the cOlID-selor in relation to tllat 
statement . 

If you do not understand a statement or any word, please place a quest.ioll 
mark by that sta.tement or \\"ord and continue on until you complete the 
survey. 111en bring your survey to the person who gave it to you so that 
he can explain tlle meanings of those statements or words you marked with 
a question mal'~c 

Now tum to tlle next page and follow the same directions above. 

NOTE: the word "interact" IT!eans to talk Witll, to have conversations with. 

:~~ 
. .:~ 
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APPENDIX G 

PERSONAL P:IFORMATION FORtvl 

USED WITH 

INTERACTION TEST (HE-ME): REVISED 

,22 
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NAME 
---F='1~·r-s~t-----------------~L-a-s~t--------------------------~I1U.ti(ti 

Home Address ----------------------------------------------------
Age in Yea, rs and Months Birthdate ----- ----- ...,M-on-t1,.,.l---".,D~a-y---...year 

Father livi:ng? Yes No 

If dead, when did he clie? 

Do you have a stepfather? __ 

Mother living? Ye,s _ No 

If dead, when did she die? ____ _ 

Do you have a stepmother? _ 

About how ma:ny weeks did you spend locked in a detention celIoI' hall? 

Weeks ---
About how many weeks did you spend at Lookout Mountain School for Boys? 

Weeks 

How many months did you spenc at (Check which) 

__ Golden Gate Youth Camp ___ Months 

__ Lathrop Park Youth Camp ___ ~;onths 

If paroled or released how long have you been on the !!outs!!? Years 

Months 

Approximate present ages of your barthel's. 

Yrs. Yrs. Yrs. 

Yrs. Yrs. Yrs. 

Approximate present ages of your sisters. 

Yrs. Yrs. Yrs. 

Yrs. Yrs. Yrs. 

a ___________ _ 
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APPIu'ID IX H 

VERllvlAX FACTOR LOADINGS FOR CAMP SAMPLE 

--------,--------- .. - --



_... _,- •• --11.1 _ - '- _.- -
ITEM FACTOR NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

I. He finds fault with me. -.01 .03 -'.21 -.12 -.05 -.03 -.OS .23 .06 -.68 .18 

2. He gets along well with me. .72 .05 - .16 .15 .04 -.03 .01 -.15 -.06 .35 .09 

3. He likes to be with me. .70 -.09 -.16 - .15 -.08 ...06 -.04 -.16 .12 .21 -.07 

4. He mderstands me. .72 -.04 .03 -.21 .03 .10 .01 -.09 .. 06 .17 -.11 

5. He likes me. .64 -.06 .13 .06 .08 .05 -.01 -.15 .33 .29 .01 

6. He holds me in check. .02 .16 -.18 -.11 -.08 .00 .12 .11 .IS -.09 -.05 

7. He runs me down -.26 -.08 .02 .07 -.48 -.14 .01 .22 -.16 -.17 .20 

8. He has disagreements with me. - .16 .23 .20 ,17 -.25 .19 -.05 .22 .05 -.50 - .11· 

9. He gives in to me. .19 .25 .63 -.02 -.10 -.14 .10 .00 .02 .11 -.01 

10. He urges me on. .38 -.01 -.05 .23 -.06 -.09 -.12 -.02 .57 -.13 -.06 

II. He tries to outdo me. -.15 .34 .01 .02 - .64 -.04 -.07 -.04 -.12 - .15 -.13 

12. He tries to sUpport me. .20 -.05 .0:., -.04 .11 -.09 -.02 -.08 .72 .01 -.06 

13. He is kind to me. .72 -.10 -.01 .06 .14 -.31 .12 ., .17 .08 .05 -.07 

14. He corrects me. .01 .14 .11 -.57 .00 -.00 -.19 -.01 -.22 -.21 -.10 

15. He trus ts me. .70 .05 .24 -.OS .15 -.04 .02 -.03 .24 .24 -.15 

16. He thinks about me.f .2S -.07 .19 -.36 -.10 -.46 - .07 -.08 .27 - .01 -.21 

17. He bores me. 
1 

-.65 .11 -.06 .OS -.lS -.05 -.15 .43 .02 .00 ·04 



.. -'- -'- - - -'- -
ITEM FACTOR NU!:v1BER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
18. He respects me. .67 -.18 .~3 -.04 .13 -.22 -.03 -.13 .05 .02 -.15 
19. He under-values me. -.43 .17 .12 -.05 -.21 -.10 .09 .33 .05 .10 .49 
20. He is hones t with me. .58 -.21 .11 .14- .35 -.10 -.08 -.30 .11 -.17 -.06 
21. He depends upon me. .36 .11 .17 -.10 .22 -.39 -.07 -.07 - .19 .09 -.42 
22. He is careful not to upset me. .16 .O~ -.04 .13 .25 -.61 -.01 -.07 .05 .42 -.09 
23. He knows his limitation. .48 -.11 .29 .03 .17 -.03 .09 .05 .18 -.02 -.39 
24. He lives with my actions and words . . 35 .03 .01 .04 -.11 -.14 -.04 -.03 .19 .18 -.71 
25. He is afraid of me. -.14 .43 -.36 .01 -.20 -.19 .12 .49 .10 .17 -.01 
26. I-Ie helps me. .78 - .10 .04 -.05 .23 -.21 -.00 -.14 .00 -.15 -.22 
27. He has different feelings at 

different times about me. .02 .63 .18 -.04 -.02 .11 -.14 .20 -.20 .05 .16 
28. He protects me. .32 -.04 .06 -.05 -.03 -.74 -.04 -.14 .08 -.04 .02 
29. He has difficulties maldng 

de~isions when with me. . -.11 .71 .02 -.22 -.18 -.03 .03 .09 .13 -.22 -.01 
30. He is interested in me. .65 -.07 .04 -.08 -.05 -,25 -.12 -.25 .27 -.16 -.16 
31. He tead1es me. .65 -.11 -.02 -.07 .- .17 - .15 -.10 -.18 -.04 - .19 -.36 
32. He embarrasses me. -.08 .18 -.02 -.07 --.71 .07 .01 .38 -.07 -.01 .00 
33. He controls me. .17 -.03 -.06 -.78 -.• 04 .05 -.04 .09 .00 .02 .07 



.... 



-'- - - - - - - -
I 

ITEM FACTOR NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

34. He deceives me. -.23 .15 .JB -.23 -.35 -.01 .22 .51 -.28 -.05 -.17 

35. He argues with me. -.23 .17 .18 -.09 -. SO .09 -.13 .38 .17 - ,12 .05 

36. He has a sense of feeling when 
he is with me. .49 .07 .06 .05 .12 -.27 -.01 -.12 .26 -.15 -.09 

37. He disappoints me. -.45 .21 .10 -.12 - .18 .15 -.13 .60 :11 -.14 .07 

38. He overestimates me. -.16 .60 -.02 .25 -_25 -.03 -.06 .18 .03 -.05 -.05 

39. His feelings toward me change 
from day to day. -.17 .53 .15 -.02 -.01 .01 -.14 .35 -.15 .13 .02 

40. He makes me unhappy. -.28 .10 -.00 .02 -.21 .13 -.03 .78 -.14 -.12 .00 

41. He gets annoyed at me. -.33 .15 .26 .13 -.16 .08 -.16 .51 -.04 - .12 .40 

42. He eA-pects a lot of me. .07 .02 .10 -.07 -.10 -.07 -.73 .08 .09 .02 ':.19 

43. He gets impatient with me. -.32 .22 .1S .10 -.20 .11 -.22 .57 - .05 -.16 .18 

44. He tries to change me. .00 .13 -.17 -.07 -.09 -.04 -.79 .13 .01 -.08 .13 

45. He wears me out. - .16 .01 .00 .00 -.62 .17 -.31 .33 .04 .03 .15 

46. He worries about me. .38 .09 -.29 -.18 .09 -.41 -.24 -.09 .29 -.23 -.14 

47. He is lonely when with me. -.09 -.01 -.04 - .11 -.06 .11 .04 .70 .05 -.01 .03 

48. He is important to me. .71 .07 -.05 -.12 .17 -.15 -.06 -.14 .05 - .11 .07 

49. He acts against my interests. -.30 .18 '- .12 -, .01 -.04 -.00 - .17. .69 - .10 -.14 .01 

50. He is ill at ease with me. -.02 .36 -.02 .17 -.16 - .00 -.07 .49 -.21 -.14 .11 

L--______________________ . ____ . __ .____ _._ __ _ __ _ 
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APPENDIX I 

VERThIAX FACTOR LOADINGS 

FOR LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS SAMPLE 



ro--------------:-----------------------------------~-- ---------_ ... _e_ ., .. _ t. _._ J_ 

I1»1 FACTOR NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

I. He finds fault wi th m~. .03 .07 -.49 -.02 .44 - .19 -.37 .10 .11 .13 -.03 

2. He gets along well with me. .20 -.07 .35 .02 -.09 .57 .11 .20 .07 -.10 .41 

3. He likes to be with me. .31 -.12 -.01 .02 -.15 -.01 .07 -.01 .03 -.14 .77 

4. He understands me. .51 -.30 .17 -.12 .00 .07 -.03 .13 - .08 -',10 .47 

S. He likes me. .36 -.22 .26 .03 -.09 .25 .03 .04 -.19 -.10 .66 

6. I-Ie holds me in check. .07 .06 -.14 .79 .04 .02 .05 -.07 .07 .04 .01 

7. He runs me down. -.17 .23 -,68 .20 .05 -.15 -.04 .06 .16 .21 ,19 

8. He has disagreements with me. -.32 .22 -.68 .14 -.01 -.04 -.08 .04 -.26 -.01 -.04-

9. He gives in to me. .10 .02 - .18 .23 .06 -.07 .68 .01 .08 -.22 .17 

10. He urges me on. .23 .13 -.08 -.07 -.02 .01 .16 .00 .00 -.76 .01 

II. He tries to outdo· me. .03 .56 -,23 -.14 .29 -.45 -.21 .00 .05 -.07 .10 

12. He tries to support me. .48 -.18 .02 .13 .04 .16 .15 .12 .03 -.52 .07 

13. He is kind to me. .40 -.16 .39 .15 .01 .37 .12 .12 -.05 -.05 .45 

14. He corrects me. .17 -.06 - .19 .21 .13 .44 -.22 .03 -.10 - .11 .24 

15. He trusts me. .50 - .19 .34 .10 -.17 .07 -.02 .17 -.23 .06 .29 

16. He thinks about me. .63 -.12 .10 .02 -.13 .08 - .10 .34 .11 - .18 .24 

17. He bores me. -.43 .46 -.32 .05 .18 -.35 .14 -.09 -.06 -.08 -.18 

- - --- - -- --- -- ---- ------~--.----------



- _e_ -' .. - _.- ... -
" 

ITEM FACTOR NUMBER 

I· 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

IS. He respects me. .31 -.20 .22 .09 -.07 .20 .02 .61 -.01 -.14 .29 

19. He tmder-va1ues me. - .10 .3S -.13 - .15 .33 .OS .25 .02 - .49 -.01 -.31 

20. He is hones t with me. .50 -.34 .09 .07 -.20 .31 - .12 .08 -.14 -.09 .33 

21. He depends upon me. .70 .00 .16 .12 .11 -.02 .13 - .03 -.34 . OS .OS 

22. He is careful not to upset me. .09 -.05 .50 .25 -.02 .13 -.36 .21 -.35 -.24 .04 

23. He knows his l~nitation. .1S - .16 .15 .39 -.05 .00 -.3S .13 -.31 -.3S .06 

24. He lives with my actions and words. .27 -.07 .13 - .03 -.04 - .10 -.05 .24 -.08 -.66 .20 

25. He is afraid of me. -.20 .29 -.09 .07 .09 -.71 .01 -.10 .00 -.14 -.02 

26. He helps me. .69 -.25 .20 .07 -.06 .20 -.07 .14 -.07 -.23 .27 

27. He has different feelings at 
at different times about me. .12 - .39 -,.24 .05 .40 -.06 -.10 -.11 -.46 .22 - .03 

2S. He protects me. .73 -.. 11 .09 .28 - .OS .11 .04 -.13 -.05 -.14 -.06 

29~ He has difficulties mru<ing 
decisions when with me. -.25 .18 -.lS -.08 .67 -.13 .02 -.07 .06 .04 -.13 

30. He is interested in me. .70 -.21 .11 .01 -.21 .04 -.05 .22 -.07 -.09 .17 

31. He teaches me. .85 -.lS .07 -.01 .01 .01 - .03 .08 .01 -.11 .12 

32. He embarrasses me. .03 .15 -.56 -.01 -.04 .18 .20 -.lS -.13 .10 -.06 

33. He controls me •. .32 -.08 -.OS -.04 .01 .52 -.40 - .19 .14 -.2S -.01 



.. ,. _e_ ..t _ _1._-..... _ 
ITEM FACTOR Nill-1BER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
34. He deceives me. -.16 .66 -,16 -.25 .06 .02 -.08 .14 -'.17 .12 -.23 
35. He argues with me. -.27 .36 -.64 .03 .08 -.16 -.04 -.24 - .07 .08 -.03 
36. He has a sense of fFleling when 

he is with me. .35 - .18 .23 .29 -.16 .21 .01 .21 .01 ~.41 .34 
37. He disappoints me. -.33 .40 -.54 -.05 .03 -.06 .12 -.45 -'.09 .02 .08 
38, He overestimates me. .01 .68 -.03 .12 -.10 -.08 .13 -.24 .09 - .02 .00 
39, His feelings toward me change 

from day to day. .01 -.02 -.09 .11 .12 -.01 -.02 -.07 -.13 .13 .01 
40. He makes me unhappy. -.39 .53 -.23 .19 .21 -.09 -.07 .06 -.12 .06 -.21 
41. He gets annoyed at me. -.14 .51 ~.40 .11 .15 -.17 -.05 -.18 -.01 -.01 .33 
42. He expects a lot of me. .11 .17 .00 -.12 - .18 -.05 -.05 -.26 -.64 -.10 .18 
43. He gets impatient with me. -.26 .43 -.53 .08 .10 .01 .11 -.30 .01 .08 -.09 
44. He tries to change me. .28 .10 -.15 .42 .04 .05 -.58 -.02 .09 .08 .05 
45. He wears me out. -.22 .67 -.33 .02 .02 -.10 .05 -.06 -.15 -.05 -.06 
46. He worries about me. .70 -.01 -.02 -.04 -.05 .15 -.20 .01 .12 -.29 .17 

I 

47. He is lonely when with me. - .15 .24 .17 .15 .74 .05 .06 - .19 -.02 -.03 - .11 
48. He is important to me. .66 -.17 .12 -.04 -.15 .25 - .14 -.21 .18 -.26 .12 
49. He acts against my interests. -.26 .76 '- .18 .06 .16 -.13 .00 -.01 .02 .13 .00 
50. He is ill at ease with me. - .13 .70 - .08 -.04 .24 -.08 -.06 -.03 .03 -.02 -.25 
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APPENDIX J 

INTERPRETATION "LABELS" FOR 11 FACTORS 

EXTRACTED FROM DATA RETRIEVED 

FROM TWO CAMP POPULATIONS 
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2. 

3. 

4. 
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6. 
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9 . 

,10 . 

11. 
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Label 

Teacher-role interaction 

Contrariety 

Non-competitive 

Non-control 

Non-competitive 

Non-protective 

Treats delinquents as hopeless 

Negative relationship to point of dishonesty 

Supportive-willing to give positive feedba r 

Non-upsetting 

Non-acceptance 
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APPENDIX K 

AERIAL PHOTO 

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

NEAR DENVER, COLORADO 
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APPENDIX L 

PHOTO/COPY OF ARCHITECT'S SKETCH 

GOLDEN GATE YOUTH CAlvIP 
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APPENDIX M 

PHOTO/COPY OF ARCHITECT'S SKETCH 

LATHROP PARK YOUTH CAMP 
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